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C O L L E C T I O N

We believe in miracles.
We believe in the boundless potential of human imagination.
We believe in a future pushing the limits of what is possible. We are proud
to be trend creators and the first choice for those with exquisite taste
thanks to the best of our products.
For those who know that nothing is impossible.

For you.

Roman Pirnar
owner and CEO, Pirnar d. o. o.
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The closest thing
to perfection

pirnar
ultimum
―

®

It catches your eye from a distance.

You walk towards it, subconsciously picking up the pace. You cannot
look away, cannot help but smile. What divine pleasure it is to feel
these surfaces and shapes under your fingertips! You run your hand
over it in awe as it takes your breath away.
It’s unforgettable. An aesthetic and technical masterpiece, it has
been honoured at the German Design Awards three times between
2015 and 2017.
Pirnar Ultimum®. Made to impress.

P I R N A R u lt i m u m
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To be one's self, and unafraid whether right
or wrong, is more admirable than the easy
cowardice of surrender to conformity.
— Irving Wallace

You are
exceptional.
There is no one like you. You make your own way like
no one else. Others admire your independent mind and
the courage it takes to live true to yourself.

their unique shapes, materials, masterful precision and
smart innovations. They make those who follow green
with envy.

It is very rare that something takes our breath away,
surprises us with its glory, overwhelms our senses,
hearts and minds. Pirnar entrances stand out due to

You understand why immediately. Pirnar entrances are
the product of passion and the conviction that there are
no limits. Which is what guides you in life as well.

P I R N A R u lt i m u m
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You gain strength, courage and confidence
by every experience in which you really
stop to look fear in the face.
— Eleanor Roosevelt

You believe
in yourself.
You know very well that confidence is something we create ourselves day by day. That it is a skill, not something
you are born with. That it is the result of believing in your
ability to change the world and having a clear vision for
the future. You believe that you can be the best.

the world makes us want to do better. We are driven by
an unremitting inner force that makes us want to push
the limits of the possible.
We create for people who believe in themselves.
For people like you.

At Pirnar, we believe that nothing can stop us in our
search for superlatives. Every innovation we present to

P I R N A R u lt i m u m
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Innovation distinguishes
between a leader and a follower.
— Steve Jobs

You are
creative.
You hold the power to change yourself – as well as the
world around you. You see every obstacle as a challenge
that is bound to be solved sooner or later.

use 5-layer vitrification and quadruple sealing. We regularly break world records for the rate of thermal insulation with aluminium doors.

At Pirnar, we do not believe in the impossible either. We
were the first to create both a multi-level door design and
a fully flat entrance. We were the first to mass-produce
aluminium entrances of extraordinary sizes, the first to

We take raw materials, inspiration and passion and create
things with our hands that turn people’s heads. It is a
pleasure to create for creative people.

P I R N A R u lt i m u m
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To improve is to change;
to be perfect is to change often.
— Winston Churchill

You are
perfect.
We are born perfect, but then life denies us this secret
by moulding and shaping us in different ways. It takes
decades upon decades to rediscover our temperament and
realise that, at our core, we are – perfect.
Nature is perfect. Its immense power has created wonders
that the human mind can barely comprehend, that excite
scientists and astound each and every one of us. Its only

constant is its constant progress. Perpetual optimisation.
Ceaseless improvement of everything in existence.
We believe that that is an example to be followed. We
are not satisfied with excellence. Or greatness. We know
there is always room for improvement. The only way we
know leads to perfection. To what we are at our very core.

P I R N A R u lt i m u m
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Follow the crowd and you will never
be followed by a crowd.
— Hannah Whitall Smith

You are
unique.
There is no one like you. The way you live is unique.
Your home is priceless, it is exceptional. Unique in the
world - as you are. You live, create and dream in it in your
own special way. Your home is your fingerprint – a unique
combination of style that expresses who and what you
are. A person who does not compromise. Who accepts only
perfection, as perfected by himself.

The entrance is the first point of contact with your
home. It is an indicator of what is inside. And what do
you carry in yourself. Gracious, determined, committed
to excellence.
Pirnar entrances are proof of your uniqueness, which is
obvious to people at first sight.

P I R N A R u lt i m u m
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Handle with optional opening function
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A designer knows he has
achieved perfection not when
there is nothing left to add,
but when there is nothing
left to take away.
— Antoine de Saint-Exupery

Handle with cylinder function

YOU DO
NOT ACCEPT
COMPROMISE.

Protective element with hidden finger scanner and LED illumination

When it comes to the most important things in life,
there is no middle way. Just as there is no middle
way between the real and the unreal, the excellent
and the average, or excitement and boredom.

Inside handle - aligned

At Pirnar, we only have one goal – to amaze. Once
the goal is set, no obstacle can make us change it.
We persevere. We refuse to give up. For as long as it
takes for a solution to present itself and find its way
into the world. Onto the desks of our designers, engineers and experts with their magic hands. Where
the impossible becomes possible.

Inside handle door colour coated

You do not accept compromise. For you, as for us,
the only option is to find a solution that will elicit
pride when you look at your door.

Threshold detail

Demonstration of door
opening
P I R N A R u lt i m u m
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Only those who believe in
themselves shine when it matters.
— Maurice Greene

You shine
where
others
do not.
Not everyone can be a shining example to others.
You are. You are an example of what you can achieve
in life. You are proof that having a vision, courage
and perseverance allows you to tackle all obstacles
and create light where there was once darkness.
Such as with Pirnar doors. When they light up, it
looks like magic. The night is no longer the dark part
of the day, it is instead a lightshow that does not
end until morning. A handle with enigmatic illumination, abundant light decor on the door itself, a
softly lit doorstep. The awe never ends. The entrance
– no, the home itself – comes alive.
Your home is now warm, inviting, comfortable and
safe. Shine like a star!

P I R N A R u lt i m u m
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Big results require
big ambition.

1000 - 1250 mm

1000 - 1300 mm

1000 - 1300 mm

ultimum

ultimum
GRANDE A

ultimum
GRANDE B

Do not conform to the expectations of others, silly fashion trends and nonsensical
rules. You want your life to excite you. And you want it to be better than ever before.

Models, suitable for higher dimensions. Option
GRANDE is available for the aluminium entrances.

Pirnar offers a revolutionary choice.

A LUMI N IUM , WO O D O R B OT H ?

grande

A revolutionary choice of material.

For the grand.

Pirnar Ultimum® entrances can be made
of aluminium, wood or a combination of
the two. Upon entering, you can be greeted
by the uncompromising firmness of
aluminium or embraced by delicate wood.
Only the best know what they want. Free
your mind. Forget all limitations. Make
your decisions freely.
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Everything is possible with Pirnar
Ultimum® entrances.

2401 - 2600 mm

2000 - 2400 mm

You know
what you
want.

2601 - 3000 mm

— Heraclitus

Sometimes size does matter. Spacious
rooms with high ceilings, majestic villas, castles and masterpieces of modern
architecture cannot be fitted with a runof-the-mill entrance. And some simply
refuse to have a regular-sized entrance.
A select number of Pirnar Ultimum®
entrances can be produced as Grande

entrances, measuring up to 300 cm in
height and 280 cm in width. Along with
side elements, they create an impression
of breath-taking grandeur. Grande is a
world of unparalleled elegance. It is an
entrance for spaces and people that are
larger than life.

carbon
FOR EXcELLENT
SOLIDITY

P I R N A R u lt i m u m
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pure
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the best is
noticed by
the best.
Innovative Pirnar entrance doors are
setting new trends in the design of
entrance doors. They have received
numerous design awards. One of
the most prestigious ones is the international German Design Award,
awarded by the German Design
Council.

THERE ARE
ENTRANCES THAT 
TAKE YOUR BREATH
AWAY

631
ALU

Colour 90146
Additional paint outside 80077
Satinato glass
Handle 9621
LED illumination 6949 x 6

When they see some entrances, people just cannot find
the words. They just have to stop for a while every time
before entering.
Some entrances make us want to slide a hand over
them. We want to feel them, not just see the tiny rifts
and an exchange of material.
This is Ultimum® Pure. Purity of surfaces, where nothing disturbs the perfect flat facade. An entrance for the
most up-to-date houses and the most demanding admirers of perfection. One where nothing can be added
or taken away. All elements form a unified whole without unnecessary brims and frames. Where everything
is one.
Pure is a secret. Touch it.

u lt i m u m p u r e
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637
ALU | WOOD-ALU | WOOD

Wood OAK Astig - oiled NAVARRA*
Door leaf horizontal veneered
Grooves outside
OneTouch handle with LED
illumination 9623FL

Arte finger scanner in the handle
with EAV3 lock 6354
Stainless steel protective trim 1500L
glossy with threshold illumination
Sidelights: clear glass motif
sandblasted

*Variations in colour are possible due to the technical printing processes.
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627A

622A

ALU | WOOD-ALU | WOOD

ALU | WOOD-ALU | WOOD

Colour 90147
Clear glass motif sandblasted
OneTouch handle with LED
illumination 9623L
Scratch protection 6016 glossy with
LED illumination, prepared for Arte
finger scanner

Arte finger scanner with EAV3 lock
6354

Stainless steel protective trim 1500L
glossy with threshold illumination

Wood OAK Astig - oiled NAVARRA*
Clear glass fully sandblasted
OneTouch handle with LED
illumination 9623FL

Arte finger scanner with EAV3 lock
6354

Stainless steel protective trim 1500L
glossy with threshold illumination

Scratch protection 6020 glossy with
LED illumination, prepared for Arte
finger scanner

*Variations in colour are possible due to the technical printing processes.

u lt i m u m p u r e
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635
ALU | WOOD

Overlaid ESG glass DARK GREY with
black motif 635 outside
Parsol Grey glass inside
OneTouch handle with LED
illumination 9623FL
Arte finger scanner in the handle
with EAV3 lock 6354
Stainless steel protective trim
1500L glossy with threshold
illumination

PIRNAR OneTouch® handle.
24
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634
ALU

Overlaid ESG glass DARK GREY with
black motif 634 outside

OneTouch
innovation
Patented handle function, which
automatically opens and closes
with the help of a finger scanner.

Parsol Grey glass inside
OneTouch handle with LED
illumination 9622FL
Scratch protection with LED
illumination, prepared for Arte
finger scanner
Arte finger scanner in the handle
with EAV3 lock 6354

www.pirnar.co.uk/OneTouch

Stainless steel protective trim
1500L glossy with threshold
illumination
Sidelight: ESG glass Dark Grey in
combination with black glass frame
outside and Parsol grey glass inside

u lt i m u m p u r e
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Perfect combination of stainless steel and African Mystery Matte glass with discreet
LED illumination and Arte finger scanner hidden in the handle
26
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612
ALU | WOOD

Overlaid ESG glass with grooves
AFRICAN MYSTERY MATTE outside
Handle with LED illumination 9605FL
Arte finger scanner in the handle with
EAV3 lock 6354
Stainless steel protective trim 6435L
matte with threshold illumination
Sidelights: ESG glass with grooves
AFRICAN MYSTERY MATTE outside

u lt i m u m p u r e
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609
ALU | WOOD

Overlaid ESG glass with grooves
NIGHT STORM MATTE outside
Stainless steel application outside
Handle with LED illumination
9606FL

Nicht Storm Matte glass with stainless steel application

28
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Arte finger scanner in the handle
with EAV3 lock 6354

Stainless steel protective trim
6435L matte with threshold
illumination
Sidelights: ESG glass NIGHT STORM
MATTE with grooves and stainless
steel application outside

Night Sky Gloss

Night Sky Matte

Night Storm Gloss

Night Storm Matte

African Mystery Gloss

607
ALU | WOOD-ALU | WOOD

Colour 90147
Application outside in the ESG glass
NIGHT STORM GLOSS

Grooves outside
Handle with LED illumination
9605FL

Arte finger scanner in the handle
with EAV3 lock 6354

African Mystery Matte
Stainless steel protective trim
6435L matte with threshold
illumination
Sidelights: panel with grooves and
ESG glass application NIGHT STORM
GLOSS outside

Ivory Gloss
Minor structural and colour variations can occur due to the glass manufacturing process.

u lt i m u m p u r e
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611
ALU | WOOD

Overlaid ESG glass NIGHT SKY GLOSS
outside
Handle with LED illumination 9605FL
Arte finger scanner in the handle with
EAV3 lock 6354
Stainless steel protective trim 6435L
matte with threshold illumination
Sidelights: ESG glass Night Sky Gloss in
combination with clear glass outside
and Parsol grey glass middle
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613
ALU | WOOD

Overlaid ESG glass with grooves
NIGHT SKY GLOSS outside
Handle with LED illumination 9606FL
Arte finger scanner in the handle
with EAV3 lock 6354

Stainless steel protective trim
6435L matte with threshold
illumination
Sidelights: ESG glass NIGHT SKY GLOSS
in combination with clear glass
outside and Parsol grey glass with
motif middle

Choose one of seven different glass options such as Night Sky Matte
for your glass surface.
u lt i m u m p u r e
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605A

606

ALU | WOOD-ALU | WOOD

ALU | WOOD-ALU

Colour FS 9016
Additional paint outside 90147

Arte finger scanner with EAV3 lock
6354

OneTouch handle with LED
illumination 9670L

Stainless steel protective trim
1500L glossy with threshold
illumination

Scratch protection 6016 glossy
with LED illumination, prepared for
Arte finger scanner

Sidelights: clear glass motif
sandblasted

Additional paint outside can only be ordered for aluminum and wood-aluminum door.
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Colour 80077
Additional paint outside BLACK OAK
Clear glass fully sandblasted
Handle with LED illumination 9603L
Scratch protection 6016 glossy
with LED illumination, prepared for
Arte finger scanner

Arte finger scanner with EAV3 lock
6354

Stainless steel protective trim
1500L glossy with threshold
illumination

614
ALU | WOOD-ALU | WOOD

Wood - LARCH L140*
Grooves outside
Handle with LED illumination
9606FL

Discreet LED illumination.
Glossy protective element with hidden Arte finger scanner.

Stainless steel protective trim
6435L matte with threshold
illumination
Sidelights: clear glass motif
sandblasted

Arte finger scanner in the handle
with EAV3 lock 6354

*Variations in colour are possible due to the technical printing processes.

u lt i m u m p u r e
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Discreet threshold illumination
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617
ALU | WOOD-ALU | WOOD

Wood - LARCH L120*
Groove outside
Handle with LED illumination 9613FL
Arte finger scanner in the handle
with EAV3 lock 6354

Stainless steel protective trim
6435L matte with threshold
illumination
Sidelight: clear glass motif
sandblasted

LED illumination and Arte finger scanner, hidden in the handle

*Variations in colour are possible due to the technical printing processes.

u lt i m u m p u r e
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615
ALU | WOOD-ALU | WOOD

Colour FS 7016
Grooves outside
Handle with LED illumination 9606FL

Handle with cylinder
function
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Standard fixed side
element inside

Arte finger scanner in the handle
with EAV3 lock 6354

Stainless steel protective trim
6435L matte with threshold
illumination
Sidelights: clear glass motif
sandblasted

621
ALU | WOOD-ALU

Colour 80077
Handle with LED illumination 9602L
Scratch protection 6016 glossy with
LED illumination, prepared for Arte
finger scanner

Arte finger scanner with EAV3 lock
6354

Stainless steel protective trim 1500L
glossy with threshold illumination
Sidelights: clear glass fully
sandblasted

LED illumination of the fixed
side element inside.

u lt i m u m p u r e
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626

628

ALU | WOOD-ALU

ALU | WOOD-ALU

Colour 80077
Clear glass motif sandblasted
Handle with LED illumination 9602L
Scratch protection 6016 glossy
with LED illumination, prepared for
Arte finger scanner
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Arte finger scanner with EAV3 lock
6354

Stainless steel protective trim
1500L glossy with threshold
illumination

Colour 80077
Handle 9619
Stainless steel protective trim
6435L matte with threshold
illumination
Sidelight: clear glass fully
sandblasted

629
ALU | WOOD-ALU

Colour 90146
Clear glass motif sandblasted
Handle with LED illumination 9619L
Arte finger scanner with EAV3 lock
6354

Stainless steel protective trim
6435L matte with threshold
illumination

The handle as the dominant element.

u lt i m u m p u r e
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624
ALU | WOOD-ALU

Colour 80077
Handle 9610
Satinato glass
Scratch protection 6016 glossy
with LED illumination, prepared for
Arte finger scanner
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Arte finger scanner with EAV3 lock
6354

Threshold illumination 6948

620
ALU | WOOD-ALU

Colour 80077
Handle with LED illumination 9610L
Scratch protection 6016 glossy
with LED illumination, prepared for
Arte finger scanner

Arte finger scanner with EAV3 lock
6354

Threshold illumination 6948
Sidelights: clear glass motif
sandblasted

Elegance, surrounded
by a silken light.
u lt i m u m p u r e
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633
ALU

Colour FS 7016
Clear glass fully sandblasted x 5
OneTouch handle with LED
illumination 9623L

636
Arte finger scanner with EAV3 lock
6354

Stainless steel protective trim
1500L glossy with threshold
illumination

ALU | WOOD-ALU | WOOD

Wood - OAK E110*
Clear glass fully sandblasted
OneTouch handle with LED
illumination 9673FL

Arte finger scanner in the handle
with EAV3 lock 6354
Stainless steel protective trim 1500L
glossy with threshold illumination

Scratch protection 6016 glossy
with LED illumination, prepared for
Arte finger scanner

*Variations in colour are possible due to the technical printing processes.
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625A
ALU

Colour 90147
Satinato glass
Handle 9612

Arte finger scanner with EAV3 lock
6354

Threshold illumination 6948

Scratch protection 6016 glossy with
LED illumination, prepared for Arte
finger scanner

With respect to your home.

u lt i m u m p u r e
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EXCEPTIONAL
THERMAL
INSULAT ION
FROM

If you limit your choices only to
what seems possible or reasonable,
you disconnect yourself from
what you truly want.

0.61

aluminium

W/(m2K)

— Robert Fritz

95

110

Ultimum ® pure
▶▶ flat surface

* Possible mismatches between the grooves
on door leaf and the grooves on side parts.
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a 4-seal profile system

basic system
pure 95

option
pure 110

carbon
FOR
EXcELLENT
SOLIDITY

multi
level
46
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ENTRANCES THAT
EVERYBODY
NOTICES
Ultimum® Multilevel is something people would never
expect. It is a breakthrough that takes us away from a
restrictive flatness into a 3-D world. It is a surprise that
induces the spectator tocome closer and touch a stirred
surface. It is a tectonic movement in the design of
entrance doors. It is an innovation that is achievable only
with skilled hands and cutting-edge technology.
Ultimum® Multilevel is an outstanding and striking
entrance for people with charisma. It is for people who
are not afraid to speak their mind and diplay their own
uniqueness. It is for leaders. The right entrance for you.

501
ALU | WOOD-ALU

Colour FS 7016
Additional paint outside 90147
Grooves outside

Scratch protection 6015 matte with
LED illumination, prepared for Arte
finger scanner
Arte finger scanner with EAV3 lock

Handle 9001

6354

LED illumination under the handle
6949 × 6

Stainless steel application x 3
(house number)
Sidelights: clear glass motif
sandblasted

u lt i m u m M U LT I L E V E L
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526

526A

ALU | WOOD-ALU

ALU | WOOD-ALU

Colour 90147
ESG glass with black motif outside
Satinato glass motif sandblasted
Handle 3248F
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Arte finger scanner in the handle
with EAV3 lock 6354
Stainless steel decorative element
6437

Colour 80077
Satinato glass motif sandblasted
Handle 9625

Arte finger scanner with EAV3 lock
6354

Stainless steel decorative element
6437

525

525A

ALU | WOOD-ALU

ALU | WOOD-ALU

Colour 80077

Handle 9625

Colour FS 9016

Grooves outside

Arte finger scanner with EAV3 lock

Additional paint outside 90146

ESG glass with black motif outside
Clear glass fully sandblasted

6354

Stainless steel decorative element
6437

Grooves outside

Scratch protection 6015 matte with
LED illumination, prepared for Arte
finger scanner
Arte finger scanner with EAV3 lock

ESG glass with black motif outside

6354

Clear glass fully sandblasted

Stainless steel decorative element

Handle 9001

6437

u lt i m u m M U LT I L E V E L
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524
ALU | WOOD-ALU

Colour FS 7016
Glass decorative element
LED illumination in decorative glass
6951

Handle 9001
Scratch protection 6015 matte with
LED illumination, prepared for Arte
finger scanner
Arte finger scanner with EAV3 lock
6354

Stainless steel decorative element
6437

Sidelights: clear glass motif
sandblasted
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529
ALU | WOOD-ALU

Colour 90147
ESG glass DARK GREY with black
motif outside
Clear glass
Handle 9629
Arte finger scanner with EAV3
lock 6354
LED illumination 6951
Stainless steel decorative
element 6437

u lt i m u m M U LT I L E V E L
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505
ALU | WOOD-ALU

Colour 80077
ESG glass with black motif outside
Clear glass motif sandblasted

The handle as the
dominant element.
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Handle 9502

Grooves with stainless steel
application outside x 4
Arte finger scanner with EAV3
lock 6354

521

505A

ALU | WOOD-ALU

Colour 90147

Handle 9502

Additional paint outside FS 9016

Arte finger scanner with EAV3
lock 6354

Groove outside
Clear glass motif sandblasted

ALU | WOOD-ALU

Colour 90147
Additional paint outside 80077
Grooves outside
Clear glass motif sandblasted

Arte finger scanner in the handle
with EAV3 lock 6354
Protective trim 6434 matte
Sidelights: clear glass motif
sandblasted

Handle 3248F

u lt i m u m M U LT I L E V E L
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530

509

ALU | WOOD-ALU

ALU | WOOD-ALU

Colour 80077
ESG glass with black motif outside
Clear glass fully sandblasted
Handle 9628

Arte finger scanner with EAV3
lock 6354
Stainless steel decorative element
6437

Colour 90147
Additional paint outside FS 9016
Grooves outside
Clear glass motif sandblasted
Handle 9105
Scratch protection 6015 matte with
LED illumination, prepared for Arte
finger scanner

54
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Arte finger scanner with EAV3
lock 6354
LED illumination under the handle
6273 × 4
Sidelights: clear glass motif
sandblasted

516

510

ALU | WOOD-ALU

ALU | WOOD-ALU

Colour FS 8019

Grooves outside

Colour 70105

Grooves outside

Arte finger scanner with EAV3
lock 6354

Additional paint outside 70161

ESG glass with black motif outside
Handle 9502

LED illumination under the handle
6273 × 2

Clear glass motif sandblasted
Handle 9501

Arte finger scanner with EAV3
lock 6354
LED illumination 6273 × 4
Sidelights: clear glass motif
sandblasted

Grooves with stainless steel
application outside x 4 glossy

u lt i m u m M U LT I L E V E L
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511
ALU | WOOD-ALU

Colour FS 7016
Additional paint outside 90147
Grooves outside

Lenses and fused glass together
form a play of light.

56
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Clear glass motif sandblasted +
fused glass + glass applicationen
(clear) x 3
Handle 9106 glossy

Arte finger scanner with EAV3
lock 6354
Protective trim 6935 glossy
Sidelights: clear glass motif
sandblasted

512
ALU | WOOD-ALU

Colour 70105
Additional paint outside 70161
Grooves outside
Stainless steel application outside
Satinato glass motif sandblasted

Handle with illuminated crystal
glass 9010L glossy
Arte finger scanner with EAV3
lock 6354
Sidelights: satinato glass motif
sandblasted

Crystal glass in its full glory.

u lt i m u m M U LT I L E V E L
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507

514A

ALU | WOOD-ALU

ALU | WOOD-ALU

Colour FS 7016
Additional paint outside FS OXYDE 4
Grooves outside
Clear glass motif sandblasted
Handle 9104 glossy
Scratch protection 6016 glossy with
LED illumination, prepared for Arte
finger scanner
58
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Arte finger scanner with EAV3 lock
6354

Colour FS 7016

Handle 9008

Additional paint outside

Protective trim 6935 glossy

FS QUARZ 2

Arte finger scanner with EAV3
lock 6354

Sidelights: clear glass motif
sandblasted

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Protective trim 6434 matte

531

513

ALU | WOOD-ALU

ALU | WOOD-ALU

Colour 90147
Additional paint outside 80077
Aluminium application in colour
80077 outside x 4
Clear glass fully
sandblasted x 4

Scratch protection 6015 matte with
LED illumination, prepared for Arte
finger scanner
Arte finger scanner with EAV3
lock 6354
Protective trim 6434 matte

Colour FS 7016

Handle 9011

Grooves outside

Arte finger scanner with EAV3
lock 6354

Stainless steel application
outside x 7

Protective trim 6434 matte

Clear glass fully
sandblasted x 7

Sidelight: clear glass motif
sandblasted

Handle 9001

u lt i m u m M U LT I L E V E L
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506A
ALU | WOOD-ALU

Colour FS QUARZ 2
Additional paint outside FS 8019
Grooves outside
Clear glass motif sandblasted
Handle 3246F
Arte finger scanner in the handle
with EAV3 lock 6354
Protective trim 6434 matte
Sidelights: clear glass motif
sandblasted
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527
ALU | WOOD-ALU

Colour FS 7016
Handle 9011
Scratch protection 6015 matte with
LED illumination, prepared for Arte
finger scanner
Arte finger scanner with EAV3 lock
6354

With
Mit Respekt
respect zu
to Ihrem
your home.
Zuhause.

LED illumination 6951
P I R N A R u lt i m u m
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517
ALU | WOOD-ALU

Colour FS 7016
Additional paint outside - wood
decor BLACK OAK
Grooves outside
Clear glass motif sandblasted

The finger scanner –
for safe and easy opening.
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Handle with LED illumination
9007FL

Arte finger scanner in the handle
with EAV3 lock 6354
Protective trim 6434 matte
Sidelights: clear glass motif
sandblasted

A relief design of the Pirnar
Ultimum® doors enables unique design
solutions that can only be found on Pirnar
doors. Finishing trim at the bottom of the door
leaf highlights the elegant design and offers
protection.

518
ALU | WOOD-ALU

Colour 80077
Additional paint outside 90147
Grooves outside
Clear glass motif sandblasted

Arte finger scanner in the handle
with EAV3 lock 6354
Protective trim 6434 matte
Sidelights: clear glass motif
sandblasted

Handle with LED illumination
3246FL
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515
ALU | WOOD-ALU

Colour FS OXYDE 4

Handle 9504

Grooves outside

Arte finger scanner with EAV3
lock 6354

ESG glass with black motif outside
Satinato glass
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Protective trim 6434 matte

523
ALU | WOOD-ALU

Colour 80077
3D motif outside
ESG glass Dark Grey with black
motif outside
Handle 9001
Parsol Grey glass inside

Scratch protection 6015 matte with
LED illumination, prepared for Arte
finger scanner
Arte finger scanner with EAV3
lock 6354
LED illumination 6951

Unique 3D motif and LED illumination.
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520

519

ALU | WOOD-ALU

ALU | WOOD-ALU

Colour FS 8019

Handle with LED illumination 3246FL

Colour FS 9016

Handle with LED illumination 3246FL

Solid aluminium decorative frame

Arte finger scanner in the handle
with EAV3 lock 6354

Solid aluminium decorative frame

Arte finger scanner in the handle
with EAV3 lock 6354

Grooves outside
Clear glass motif sandblasted
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Protective trim 6434 matte

Grooves outside
Clear glass motif sandblasted

Protective trim 6434 matte

Glass can be replaced with
vitrage. Add your personal
touch.
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EXCEPTIONAL
THERMAL
INSULAT ION
FROM

0.54
If you limit your choices only to what seems
possible or reasonable, you disconnect
yourself from what you truly want.

W/(m2K)

aluminium

— Robert Fritz

125

90

140

105

Ultimum ® multilevel 3d
a 4-seal profile system

▶▶ unique multilevel 3d view

* Possible mismatches between the grooves on door
leaf and the grooves on side parts.

basic system
multilevel 3D 125

option

multilevel 3D 140

For handles and other accessories, see the "PREMIUM" catalogue
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carbon
FOR
EXcELLENT
SOLIDITY
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touch it.
To see a photograph of a Pirnar Ultimum® entrance is
enrapturing. But it will not prepare you for the real surprise,
which is when you look at these masterpieces with your
own eyes and slide your hand over their surfaces and brims.

understand what a feeling of firmness their exceptional
thickness inspires.
Experience how it feels to be a guest standing in front of
your house. Pure admiration.

Only then can you comprehend the size of an entrance. Only
then would you feel how a door opens. Only then will you

P I R N A R u lt i m u m
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Pirnar Ultimum® is the most exclusive choice from a
larger group of Pirnar entrances, offering a rich palette
of possibilities in design and price. You can adapt any
door by choosing from a wide selection of additional features. You’ll find more information in our Premium and
Optimum catalogues, on our website www.pirnar.co.uk or
at your local Pirnar representative.

u lt i m u m
For the most demanding customers. Astonishing innovations of beautiful
forms. Pirnar Ultimum® entrances are the most admired and technologically perfect on the market. Designers line Multilevel , with its 3D multi-level
thickness, and the Pure line, with its perfect flat surface of a door-sash, are
uncompromising innovations with the unbelievably low thermal insulation
quotient of 0.54 W/m2K, making them doors that have no equal.

p re m i u m

Pirnar Optimum is something special. A premium entrance at a reasonable
price, refined in design and arousing admiration. The perfet solution for
prudent perfectionists. These doors boast exceptional thermal insulation
from 0.65 W/m2K, soundproof insulation, faultless build and sturdy of the
profiles.
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♻

optimum

Please recycle.

Exceptional thickness and forms, masterpieces of handwork. Pride of
your home. Pirnar Premium entrances are of exceptional firmness and cutting-edge design and made for decades of proud use. It offers extraordinarily thick door panels, up to 105 mm, and a very low thermal insulation
quotient 0.61 W/m2K. The ideal choice for energy saving homes.

Pirnar models are protected by copyright. We reserve the right to changes and errors in prices, text and technical description without prior
notice. Pictures are symbolic and do not always reflect actual condition entirely. Variations in colour are possible due to the technical printing
process. Colours should be checked using the RAL colour chart. Wood is a natural product. The individual parts of the work can show color
differences despite the same kind of wood. Even a treatment with glazes can sometimes not eliminate this peculiarity. The resulting color
differences must be tolerated as well as deviations from color patterns.
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